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Dr. Benjamin Spock is AmericaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most trusted name in child care and parenting, and his

essential guidebook has topped bestseller lists for over sixty-five years. This fully revised and

updated edition of the classic manual provides first time and experienced parents the best

information about caring for new babies, toddlers, and adolescents in the twenty-first century.All of

Dr. SpockÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s invaluable, time-tested advice is here, along with the most current medical

practices and advances in health care. While still covering key parenting issues like accidents,

illnesses and injuries, this edition of the classic also contains the latest on:  * Immunizations *

Nutrition and childhood obesity * Cultural diversity * Alternative and non-traditional family structures

* ChildrenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s learning and brain development * Raising children with special needs *

Environmental health * Increasingly common disorders such as ADHD, childhood depression, and

autismÃ¢â‚¬â€•including medications and behavioral interventions * Children and the media,

including screen time, video games, and the internet  Updated by leading pediatrician Robert

Needlman, the book includes a revised glossary of common medications and a resource guide that

compiles the most reliable online resources. This indispensable guide is still the next best thing to

Dr. SpockÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s #1 rule of parenting: Ã¢â‚¬Å“Trust yourself. You know more than you think

you do.Ã¢â‚¬Â•
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No parenting library is complete without this childcare classic. Recently revised, the sixth edition still

provides the sensible, compassionate advice and hard-core how-to-do-it tips that Dr. Spock has



always been famous for. Whether it's mixing formula, treating chicken pox, or dealing with divorce or

a child's homosexuality, Dr. Spock is the man. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

Revising and expanding a classic.Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Purchased as a gift. I used the original edition 57 years ago, and it was a excellent resource for my

first baby's care

Has been a very interesting read. Especially from someone that hasn't had a child in 30 years! After

reading it I am not giving out old advice anymore to my children!

The best book out there on the subject. It's unbiased and touches on every topic you can think of

from getting pregnant to sending your kids off to college and everything in between. I always keep it

handy.

Purchased it for a friend of a friend. Highly recommend the book!

I used one of the earlier editions in the 60's. The underlying theme is that the mother's own instincts

should be trusted and are usually right for the baby. But when I needed some information and

support, I could always look in this all encompassing book and find what I wanted very quickly. The

editions have been updated throughout all these years and Dr. Spock is now gone, but the

underlying basis and wonderful approach remains. This book is a must for all first time mothers!

It's a huge lecture :) But it's worth to read it!! I strongly recommend this wise book!

gift

Doctor Spock's book has been around for ever, but it's still the best comprehensive childcare book.

There's no judgement to it (unlike a lot of other books that seem to have strong opinions about

breast feeding, etc) and simply gives the information new (and experienced) parents need. I

definitely think every new parent should read this book, if only to remind themselves: "Trust yourself.



You know more than you think you do."
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